Pooling control in variable preparative chromatography processes.
Preparative chromatographic columns that run at high loads are highly sensitive to batch-to-batch disturbances of the process parameters, placing high demands on the strategy used for pooling of the product fractions. A new approach to pooling control is presented in a proof-of-concept study. A model-based sensitivity analysis was performed identifying the critical process parameters to product purity and optimal cut points. From this, the robust fixed cut points were found and pooling control strategies for variations in the critical parameters were designed. Direct measurements and indirect measurements based on the UV detector signal were used as control signals. The method is demonstrated for two case studies of preparative protein chromatography: hydrophobic interaction and reversed phase chromatography. The yield improved from 88.18 to 92.88% when changing from fixed to variable pooling in hydrophobic interaction chromatography, and from 35.15 to 76.27% in the highly sensitive reversed phase chromatography.